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Perspectives on Proficiency Unit 6, Grammar Worksheet 

A. Complete the sentences without the word if, beginning as shown: ( /6) 

1. Unemployment would be reduced if the government were to reduce 

taxes on small businesses.  

Were _________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________ 

2. We shouldn’t have tried to fix the machinery ourselves because the 

repairs cost more in the end. 

Had __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

3. If I were to be chosen as team captain, I would do my best to get 

everyone training together. 

Were _________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

4. If the wound becomes infected, you’ll need to take antibiotics. 

Should ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

5. I might have got the scholarship if I had applied for it. 

Had __________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

6. Please give Jenny my regards if you happen to see her. 

Should ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



B. OPEN CLOZE  

   Complete the text with the word that best fits each space. (  /8) 

 

C. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 

first sentence, using the word as it is given. You must write between 

three and eight words, including the word given. (  /16) 

1. The college no longer offers workshops because so few people signed up 

for the last one. INTEREST 

If there ________________________________ the last workshop, 

the college would be still offering them. 

2. If the weather is bad, the match will take place indoors. CASE 

The match will take place indoors _____________________ bad 

weather. 

3. We forgot to fill up the tank so didn’t have enough petrol. RUN 

We ______________________________________ petrol if we had 

remembered to fill up the tank.  



4. If you complained about your room, you might be upgraded to a better 

one. COMPLAINT 

Were you ______________________________________ your 

room, you might be upgraded to a better one.  

5. They won’t offer her the post if she doesn’t agree to take a language 

course. CONDITION 

She will be offered the post _____________________________ 

to take a language course. 

6. I could not have achieved so much if you hadn’t supported me. BEEN 

Had _________________________________, I could not have 

achieved so much. 

7. You can only go out if you promise to back by midnight. WORD 

Unless _________________________________ you will be home by 

midnight, you can’t go out. 

8. As long as the number of enrolments doesn’t go down, the college will 

stay open. DECLINE 

The college would only have to close ________________________ 

in the number of enrolments.  

 

D. OPEN CLOZE  

   Complete the text with the word that best fits each space. (  /8) 

 



E.          Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to 

the first sentence, using the word as it is given. You must write 

between three and eight words, including the word given. (  /12) 

1. I regret not being able to visit Delphi last summer. HAVE      

I wish ________________________________________ last 

summer. 

2. Adrian doesn’t like living so far from the train station. REACH  

Adrian wishes ____________________________________ the 

train station.  

3. What a shame they demolished the building! BEEN 

If only _____________________________________________ 

down! 

4. It’s a pity the traffic was so heavy yesterday. HAD     

If ___________________________________________________ 

on the roads yesterday. 

5. Don’t play the radio so loud! It’s really annoying! WISH 

I _______________________________________ loud! 

6. The manager wants them to put Debbie in charge of the department. 

WERE 

The manager wishes ____________________________________ 

the department.                                                                            


